
Migrate your SAP estate to Microsoft 
Azure and prepare your business now 
for the global opportunities of tomorrow, 
with smart, reliable and secure managed 
services from NTT Ltd.

Preparing your 
business for 2027 
and beyond



When growth and expansion are the 
backbone of your business strategy, make 
sure SAP doesn’t hold you back.
Rising maintenance costs, new requirements and processes,  
as well as an increasing amount of data, are making it even 
more challenging to effectively manage SAP so that it powers 
your business, rather than slows it down.

Through our extensive experience of working with  
enterprises with a global reach and operations across multiple 
countries and regions, NTT Ltd. understands how essential 
scalability and flexibility are. Which is why we have designed a 
unique process and delivery framework for our next generation 
managed services. This smart, reliable and secure process 
is uniquely designed to help your organization with the 
modernization of your SAP architecture.

With the mainstream support for SAP ECC platform ending 
in 2027, and all the core SAP products optimized or being 
currently optimized for the SAP HANA database, the time  
is now to consider transforming your SAP platform into an  
agile and flexible one that will remove complexities, improve 
efficiencies and drive your organization’s success for years  
to come.

With its global footprint, NTT Ltd. believes Microsoft Azure is 
the ideal platform to open up a world of new opportunities 
driven by efficiencies, innovations and business intelligence.

Four steps, one result
NTT enables you to leverage Microsoft Azure cloud for SAP to its fullest.
Our services are designed to establish a link between your organization, its goals and the infrastructure it runs on. 

Our team of dedicated specialists has extensive experience of running SAP workloads on public cloud and we have developed 
a proven methodology with one clear goal in mind: to add strategic value to your enterprise and your global operations. 

Complemented by the unique capabilities Microsoft Azure offers, we will help your organization open up possibilities of 
gaining more competitiveness by tapping into valuable data. 

At each step of your SAP transition, the NTT Ltd. team provides IT and governance consulting, helping you benefit from this 
digital transformation to the fullest.

Empower your business to do more,  
on a global scale.

Optimize cost efficiencies
Move from CapEx to OpEx, and drive  
growth through pay as you go models. 

Become agile to prepare  
for the future
Achieve greater agility and flexibility 
with Azure Virtual Machines.

Scale while reducing risk
Safeguard your SAP platform  
against unforeseen events with  
our cutting-edge technology.

Gain valuable business  
intelligence
Accelerate you business innovation  
with actionable data that will improve  
decision making.

SAP Assessment

Providing insights 
into your current 
SAP infrastructure.

SAP Cloud 
Optimization

Introducing flexibility and 
agility into your SAP estate.

Journey to SAP  
for HANA

Providing the most efficient 
path for transition.

SAP Platform 
Analytics

Enabling you to generate 
actionable intelligence.
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SAP Assessment
Before you take off on any journey, there is an 
element of preparation required.
NTT Ltd. is, quite simply, not like any other Managed Service 
Provider in the marketplace. We work closely with the world’s 
biggest vendors, and so enterprises look to us to help them 
visualize their future IT roadmap and meet their digital goals.

Which is why we start any SAP transition project with a two 
day assessment, during which our experts gain a deep 
understanding of your current SAP situation, both from a 
business and a IT perspective.

Whilst SAP migration is a complex trip to embark on, we make 
sure you know what you are dealing with. SAP estates  
running onpremises have the tendency to be outdated and  
under-optimized. Considering how business critical they are 
to your organization, it is essential to review them in detail in 
order to determine which workloads can be moved across to 
the cloud first and in the most effective way.

Our SAP Assessment will provide you with a clear overview of 
your current SAP setup, ultimately delivering a business case 
for moving your SAP estate to the cloud, and building a clear 
roadmap for your SAP transition transformation to the fullest.

SAP Cloud Optimization
Injecting flexibility, agility and cost efficiencies to 
your business.
At this second stage of the SAP journey, our team will prepare 
your business for the digital transformation.

Operating on a global scale, and managing staff and clients in 
different locations, puts extra pressure on your resources and 
on the operations driven by your SAP architecture. Moving your 
SAP estate to Microsoft Azure is all about modernization and 
futureproofing for tomorrow, allowing you to scale with ease 
and on-demand. Your SAP system, modernized through our 
proven approach, will integrate better with other systems as 
well as the data sources within your enterprise.

By moving test, development, quality assurance and production 
environments to Azure, your enterprise will speed up processes 
and become operationally more productive and efficient. Low 
disaster recovery time with our latest architecture will secure 
your business and limit its exposure to external and internal 
threats, whatever these might be.

A clear roadmap for your SAP 
transition.

Be in the know
A two day assessment will deliver all 
the details required before undertaking 
migration and will outline operational 
and financial benefits. 

Gain detailed insights
A thorough and credible business 
case will facilitate internal buy-in from 
stakeholders, so they too will see the 
need for urgency in migrating SAP to 
the cloud.

Set up priorities
Specific SAP landscape architecture 
will show you where you can make the 
quickest gains and which workloads 
should be migrated as a priority.

Become operationally more 
productive and efficient.

Global Reach
Available in 54 regions and compliant 
with 72 international and industry 
specific compliance standards1, Azure 
enables your business to further 
extend its global footprint. 

Scalability
Azure’s robust cloud environment 
guarantees high performance 
architecture, allowing you to scale up 
and down capacity as your business 
needs dictate.

Set up priorities
Specific SAP landscape architecture 
will show you where you can make the 
quickest gains and which workloads 
should be migrated as a priority.

1 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/
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HANA Transition
Strategically addressing the issues that are making 
your business less agile.
Considering the mainstream support for SAP ECC platform 
is ending in 2027, and unless you want to invest in support 
for an outdated system, it is the perfect time to think about 
upgrading. This will also have the added benefit for addressing 
the issues that are impacting your organization’s agility and are 
preventing it from reaching its full potential.

HANA on Azure now includes a new set of large instance 
types that delivers a powerful SAP certified public cloud 
infrastructure to handle the largest HANA workloads.

Apart from improved performance and cost efficiencies, HANA 
powers faster data processing, allowing you to quickly leverage 
the data available to you. Real-time analytics will fuel better, 
confident decision making grounded in solid intelligence.

SAP Platform Analytics
Tap into the potential offered by access to real-time 
data analytics.
A lack of real-time reporting means you are unable to  
make informed business decisions, and cost optimization  
is not feasible as you cannot see how your SAP platform  
is performing.

One of the most important benefits provided by migrating 
your SAP platform to Azure is the unlimited potential offered 
by being able to monitor and review your SAP platform 
performance. As the amount of information available to 
your business is increasing, the unique combination of your 
SAP platform and Azure will offer quicker insights enabling 
informed decision making.

The NTT team will provide your business with a dashboard, 
allowing you to access real-time reporting, so you can track 
how well your SAP platform is performing and can optimize 
your platform to ensure that it operates at an optimum level.

Faster data processing, allowing you 
to leverage data more quickly.

Rapid integration
Quickly and efficiently integrate data 
from multiple data sources. 

Speed to market
Develop new models, test with  
faster POCs and easily execute  
upgrade cycles.

Real-time reporting
Access analytics in real-time,  
enabling better decision making.

Confidently act on the data you store.
Speed up decision making
Access actionable data, providing 
information for better and faster 
decision making.

React quickly
Use data to respond quickly to  
market changes.

Stay competitive
Use predictions and data to retain and 
gain a competitive edge and to fuel 
innovation.
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Contact us
 
Agile and flexible technology services that deliver business outcomes aligned to the 
goals of your organization. 
Through our intelligent, platform-based services, we deliver solutions with agility and 
scalability. NTT simplifies the management of your day-to-day operations, across multi-vendor 
hybrid IT environments. Our global integrated portfolio of capabilities helps you create,  
build, manage, and innovate at every stage of your organization’s journey. Our skilled  
people form the heart of the partnership, driving the realization of your business goals. 

One partner, lasting impact.
Operating in multiple locations across the globe, 
NTT provides enhanced scale for  
your enterprise.
Using a Managed Service Provider (MSP) eradicates 
complexity and frees up your IT team’s time to focus 
on other core business processes enabling three 
important business benefits: productivity, flexibility and 
predictability. Each of these three benefits contribute 
to reducing costs, increasing agility and enhancing 
accountability across the enterprise. Through seamless 
management, deployment and maintenance of SAP 
platforms on a global scale, and onto public cloud, 
NTT Ltd. solves the world’s technology challenges by 
helping enterprises overcome complexity and risk in 
their ICT environments with managed IT infrastructure 
solutions. These solutions are backed by our worldwide 
infrastructure, including industry leading, global tier-1 
public and private networks reaching over 190 countries/
regions, and more than 400,000m2 of the world’s most 
advanced data center facilities. Our global professional 
services teams provide consultation and architecture for 
the resiliency and security required for your business 
success, and our scale and global capabilities are 
unsurpassed. We are also a Microsoft ExpressRoute 
partner.

NTT Ltd. helps enterprises define their global IT strategy, 
solve complex IT challenges and ensure they remain 
compliant with SAP software levels. If your organization 
relies on IT to make a positive difference to your bottom 
line and the customers you serve, then your strategic 
partner of choice should be NTT Ltd.

SAP and Azure Certification 
NTT is one of only eight globally appointed 
companies to hold the coveted SAP on Azure  
Advanced Specialization.  

Continuous SAP Compliance 
So that you can remain supported by SAP,  
we ensure our customers are always compliant  
with SAP software levels. 

Worldwide Presence 
We are a global company with a local presence, 
supporting our customers with local  
market knowledge. 

Global Network and Datacenters 
We have a network of 140+ datacenters  
worldwide, and a cloud ready, software-defined 
network infrastructure. 

Cloud Management Platform 
Discover and manage all solutions through a single  
pane of glass, with automated remediation and 
guided self-service. 

Consultancy Services 
Benefit from strategic IT and governance consulting, 
providing valuable recommendations for your 
digital transformation. 

Reliability and Agility 
Trust a brand that has the agility of a small  
and focused company, that always goes the  
extra mile. 

Full Service Management 
Leverage infrastructure, networks and applications 
through our 24/7 global operations model.

Partner accreditations

More details on website
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